
ADAM-X is the male patient simulator 
designed for practicing skills and providing 
medical assistance in case of emergency. 
ADAM-X is a reproduction of a skeletal 
and anatomical structure of a human. 

ADAM-X is durable and suitable for 
training in any trauma emergency 
situation in any environment, ideal for 
military and civilian trauma emergency 
training.

ADAM-X is a wireless system; a fully 
functional wireless computer allows 
the instructor to monitor and make 
adjustments in the course of the training.

ADAM-X has distinctive and unique 
characteristics and features, making the 
training more realistic.

The most realistic human 
patient simulator



Benefits at a glance: PREMIUM EXPERT

Lifelike anatomical model with human physiology 

Durable and suitable for training in any trauma emergency situation

Simulate a wide variety of clinical situations

Work with a real electrocardiogram and defibrillator

Wireless technology

Unique pharmaceutics system

Tool for users to create more scenarios

Workable anesthesia station

ADAM-X ADAM-X

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Training of a wide range of clinical cases based 
on the clinical practice
Training of normal course of the anesthesia
Training of complications of the general 
character in the anesthesiology
Unique pharmaceutics system – the ADAM-X 
recognizes not only received medicine, but 
also the received dose; change of the vital 
parameters occurs correspondingly
Work with a real electrocardiogram and with 
a real defibrillator
Implement various clinical scenarios
Realistic feedback force

FEATURES

Realistic anatomy
ADAM-X is a reproduction of a skeletal and 
anatomical structure of a human. It has 
automatic blinking depending on physiological 
status, as well as a physiological reaction 
of the pupils to light. Another feature is 
pathological changes in intracranial pressure 
and ventriculostomy.

Secretion
ADAM-X has very realistic secretion features, 
like oral and nasopharyngeal suctioning of 
mucus and other fluids and the simulation of 
sweat, saliva, secretions from the ears and 
urination. Also, ADAM-X can bleed from two 
points at the same time; from any of the four 
extremities and the trunk area. Additionally, 
blood loss caused by bleeding gives
progressive change in the physiology (the 
drop of blood pressure, the tachycardia, etc.)

Sounds
ADAM-X has a wide variety of sounds. 
Auscultation is possible with 8 points 
of breath sounds on the front of the 
mannequin, with the possibility of an 
independent set of options of the sounds 
in 4 areas. There is also the possibility 
of auscultation on the back of the 
mannequin, with breath sounds in 6 
points (irrespectively in 4 zones). Breath 
sounds are independent and are related to 
ventilation of each lung. The auscultation of 
heart sounds (irrespectively in 4 zones) is 
also featured, as well as the auscultation of 
intestinal peristalsis (irrespectively in 
4 zones). ADAM-X has speech, and can say 
“yes”, “no” and some some interjections. 
Also featured are guttural sounds and 
coughing sounds.

Pulmonology
ADAM-X has a very realistic respiratory 
tract. It has fully independent right and 
left lungs, and ventilation of the lung 
automatically leads to the appropriate 
sounds of breathing, chest excursion and 
pulmonary gas exchange. The occurrence 
of apnea or hypoventilation, along with 
the low fraction of oxygen in the inspired 
gas mixture, lead to corresponding 
physiological changes: the hypercapnia, 
the hypoxemia, the decrease of the 
SpO2 and the tachycardia. Ventilation 
of the lungs at a positive pressure or 
spontaneous ventilation restoration 
returns ADAM-X to the breath with an 
appropriate amount of respiratory rate. 
ADAM-X also features chest floatation, 
and the resistance of the airway changes 
accordingly.
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